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Light Rig removal 
needed:

ProductionProductionProductionProduction    scheduleschedulescheduleschedule Medium Done
Heavy

Shot Image BG Puppet FPS Time (secs) Description Difficulty Notes Rig removal Animation Done

1 A Frog 59 0:02:08 Fade from black, security guard frog looking vigilant, sat in museum 
gallery next to painting & empty seat

Paintings
Line up w/ 2

2 B Frog 177 0:07:01 Frog hears buzzing, looks around + turns screen left, looks frustrated

3 A Bee, Frog 89 0:03:13
Wide shot, gallery full of exhibits, security guard bee sat obliviously 
buzzing, frog looks annoyed. Both sat either side of painting. Power failure 
noise, lights out, frog shocked

Paintings
Line up w/2

4 heist 75 0:02:24 Black screen (power cut) title screen, alarms + music start

5 A Bee, Frog 142 0:05:16 Lights back on, frog looking at missing painting, shocked, bee oblivious. 
Frog jumps up, looks around + runs off screen right, bee stays

Paintings
Line up w/ 3

6 C Frog 145 0:05:19 Frog runs along corridor in pursuit of thief, stops & looks around, sees thief 
offcreen & carries on runnin in alarm Paintings

7 C Flamingo 139 0:05:13
Thief  running along corridor with stolen painting covering everything but 
legs. Still  running, thief lowers painting, looking behind, revealing it's a 
flamingo

Paintings

8 C Frog 64 0:02:13 Guard frog still in pursuit Paintings
REPEAT 6?

9 D Frog, Flamingo 216 0:08:15

Venus De Milo statue centre frame with wings in pose. Frog runs on screen 
left,  pauses at statue, confused. Wings point back screen left, frog pauses, 
tips cap to Venus + runs back. Pause, flamingo sneaks out from behind 
Venus + off screen right

Paintings



10 B Bee, Flamingo 53 0:02:02 Close up, flamingo looking screen left, turns around as it bumps into the 
back of  the bee

11 E Bee, Flamingo 23 0:00:22 Mid shot, flamingo on floor dropped portait  on floor, bee facing opposite 
direction Paintings

12 B Bee 64 0:02:13 Mid/close shot, bee facing oppisite way turns round, shocked gasp, raises 
arms

13 E Bee, Flamingo, 
Frog 208 0:08:07

Mid shot, bee bends down, picks up portrait, slight pause, hands it back to 
flamingo. Flamingo takes it, looking confused + sneaks past bee off screen 
right. Bee tips cap to him as he exits. Pause, frog comes in screen left, 
pointing after flamingo, exasperated + angry at bee

Paintings

14 F Bee, Flamingo, 
Frog 266 0:10:15

Long shot, painting of compass, flamingo enters screen left,  walks past 
painting, looking around. Guards enter screen left, pointing at flamingo 
who turns around surprised. Bee heads towards flamingo, who tips 
compass painting, whole screen tilts left, making bee fall over + into frog. 
They slide off screen left. Flamingo pleased, painting twists back, screen 
tilts right, guards slide back in, flamingo worried runs off screen right

Paintings

15 B Flamingo 64 0:02:13 Cut in from black. Mid shot flamingo dazed on floor, looks over screen left, 
disapointed +sad expression

16 B Bee, Frog 55 0:02:04 Guards in heap on floor, bee 'wakes up' looks at  frog lying unconcious on 
floor, shock

17 G Bee, Frog 61 0:02:10 Over the head shot of frog on floor, bee reached down, slight pause, 
shoves frog to the side, revealing the stolen painting where he was laying

18 B Bee, Frog 60 0:02:09 Bee holds up painting pleased with self, frog 'wakes up', sees bee retrieved 
painting- shocked

19 A Bee, Frog 146 0:05:20

Original gallery. Mid shot, bee walking in foreground towards screen left,  
holding painting looking pleased, frog in background walking alonside 
looking humble. Bee hangs portrait, smiles at frog. Frog finally smiles then 
face drops

Paintings



20 I Bee, Frog 59 0:02:08 Wide shot, gallery from start, everything is missing, feathers scattered 
around floor Paintings

21 A Bee, Frog 79 0:03:03
Frog furious + shocked bee hasn't noticed. Bee continues to smile dimly at 
frog. A pink blur runs past in the background, the painting disappears, frog 
taken aback, gasps flabbergasted

Paintings

22 Credits 150 0:06:00 Credits, over noise of alarms + music 'starting again'

Total: 2417 1:36:17



BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    referencereferencereferencereference    chart:chart:chart:chart: PaintingPaintingPaintingPainting    ReferencceReferencceReferencceReferencce    chartchartchartchart
Ref. Description Ref. Description

A Wide, full gallery 1 Landscape
Dali

B Blank wall, possible 
skirting board 2 Landscape

Hokusai, Great wave

C Pan painting, track 3 Portrait
Margritte, son of  man

D Venus De Milo & 
portrait 4 Portrait

Lichtenstein

E Still bg w/ paintings 1 5
Portrait
American gothic, 
wood

F Tipping painting 6 Portrait
Picasso

G Floor 7 Portrait
The scream, Munch

H STILL painting on track 8 Portrait
Banksy

I EXTRA wide gallery 9 Square
Hockney, Splash



10 Square
Warhol

11 Square
Van Gogh, Starry

12
Square
Edward Hopper, 
Nighthawks




